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“Ah.”There were many many screams, some of the lowly cultivators screamed and even died.

Omi and the others once again tumbled into the seawater, and this time it was even worse, the
seawater was equal to boiling water, it was so hot that it was unpleasant ah.

The closer to the surface of the sea, the higher the temperature, some low-level immortals no longer
dared to surface and could only dive to the bottom of the sea, even thousands of meters deep, it still
felt like they were soaking in boiling water.

Mo Qing even drew a boundary to block the heat, which made his body comfortable.

Omi also drew a boundary, and then surfaced to the surface, allowing the seawater around him to boil,
and with the protection of the boundary, it would no longer feel hot.

Omi looked up into the air, standing on the Death Blade, very unhappy, completely disregarding the
feelings of others, flying all the way to the sea, the sea water boiled all the way over.

Omi really wanted to twist off his head and see how arrogant he was.

Unfortunately, it could only be thought about.

Needless to say, the person coming at this moment was definitely the Seven Seas Nuo Clan, the super
power that held the pseudo-immortal Flame Blade.

Mo Qing said, “The reason why the Flame Family is so arrogant and completely disregards our feelings,
that’s because the Flame Family, is the strongest family among the five major powers of the Seven
Heavy Seas, and their overall strength beats number one, their Flame Family, has a total of over two
hundred Half Immortals.”

“Damn, no wonder it’s so tugging, two hundred half-immortals.”Omi was shocked, such a strong force,
the entire spirit world, there was really no one who could compete against it. The first website
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No wonder that back then, when Wang Xueluo, who possessed the Death Saber and was working with
the Shura Eighteen Blades, wasn’t completely his call, because with so many half-immortals, there was
strength in numbers.And back then, Wang Xueluo, his family, didn’t have many half-immortals, that’s
why after his ascension, the Death Sword was taken away from him.

Mo Qing said, “The five super powers of the Seven Seas, although each of them is incredibly powerful
to us, there are strengths and weaknesses between the five of them.Among them, the Flame Clan is
the strongest, the second ranked one is the Pu Clan that possesses the Split Puppet; the third ranked
one is the Fu Clan that possesses the Death Sword; the fourth ranked one is the Yong Clan that
possesses the Sky Eagle; and the last ranked one is the Yi Clan that possesses the Black Water Pearl.”

“Uh, the Yi Clan, huh.”Omi remembered that Omi had killed an I Clan before, Omi had just arrived at
the Sea of Death, in the ruins of Lu Gong Gong, a son of a bitch named I Ruo.By the way, the spirit
locking ring on Omi’s body was this guy’s.



This time when the new relics are released, Omi can’t use the spirit locking ring when he goes there, if
the Iroh family sees it, it’s the end.

In addition to this Yi Ruo, Omi had also killed a guy who wanted to pick up Yan Xin Yi, and that bastard
said that Yan Xin Yi was his precious person and wanted to take Yan Xin Yi away.As a result, he was
chopped to death by Omi, and this person, from the Death Family, was surnamed Fu.

After that, two more families came from the Sea of Death one after another.

They were the Yi Clan that possessed the Black Water Pearl and the Pu Clan that possessed the Split
Puppet.

The Y Clan that possessed the Black Water Pearl was the weakest of the five major forces of the Seven
Seas, and the entire family, less than ninety half-immortals in total.Compared to the number one
ranked Flame Family, it was indeed much inferior, but with more than eighty Half Immortals, it was
already beyond the reach of the forces of the Six Seas.

The Black Water Pearl was also very powerful, I heard that anyone who was trapped by the Black
Water Pearl would never be able to get out, and would simply be a hundred times stronger than any
formation, and would be sealed in the Black Water Pearl.

And the Pu Clan who possessed the Split Puppet, he

Our pseudo-immortal tool splitting puppets were also incredibly powerful, and the possessor could
split dozens, even hundreds of splitting puppets, depending on how many splitting puppets they could
split, and how strong or weak their spirit was.

In just one day, the five super powers of the Seven Seas had all arrived.

Next, it was the day to wait for the opening of the new relics.

A day later, the New Relic was finally released.

A red light appeared in a certain area of the sea, and it shot out of the sea floor.

“It’s out, the relics are out.”I don’t know who shouted.

Everyone rushed towards the area where the new relics were born.

Omi and Mo Qing and the others rushed there as well.

However, at this moment, a sharp aura came in the sky.

“Boom.”It was like a knife cutting down.

Instantly, a chasm of several thousand meters appeared on the surface of the sea, intercepting Omi
and all the other Six Seas Immortals alive.

Everyone looked up to see that it was the Fu Clan that possessed the Death Sword that had cut off this
blade.

That strong man from the Fu Clan said to the sea, “If you don’t want to die, retreat immediately,
anyone who dares to take another step forward will surely die, the birth of the new relic is a matter for



our five families of the Seven Seas, it has nothing to do with you.Of course, if you can doubt it, then go
ahead and try it.”

Everyone on the surface of the sea stopped, no one dared to go up again, besides, the surface of the
sea had been cut off by a chasm of thousands of meters, the ship couldn’t travel at all, so it had to rely
on flying up.

“Fuck pushes.”Everyone cursed.

Mo Qing sighed, “Nothing to be sorry about, it was expected.”

Omi was very unhappy, but what was Omi going up to compete with these big men.Each of the five
major powers of the Seven Seas had a strong man at the eighth stage of the Tribulation, that was no
longer a little bit powerful.The Heavenly Scrolls Omi had obtained from the Nine Demons’ relics, the
strongest could only trap the sixth stage of Tribulation, and there was only one, or at most two, of the
sixth stage of Tribulation, otherwise they wouldn’t be able to trap them.And the five major powers,
hundreds of half-immortals, were really helpless.

Those five major powers, flew up, and one of them, the eighth-ranked strongman of the Distracted
Puppet Pu Clan, said, “Everyone, the new relic has been born, how do we distribute the five major
clans, ah?”

“How else can we distribute it, we five big families, everyone rushes in, whoever gets it first
counts.”The people from the Sky Eagle Yong Clan said.

Someone from the Black Water Pearl Yi Clan said, “But, there is a premise, we are not allowed to kill
each other, after all, we five big clans, no one wants a half-immortal from their family to die here,
right?”

The strong man from the Deathblade Fu Clan said, “I agree, we will each rely on our luck and never kill
each other, otherwise it won’t be beneficial to anyone.”

The strong man from the Flame Blade Nuo Clan said, “That’s not necessarily true, what if there are
new pseudo-immortal weapons?And people don’t rob?”

“If there’s a new pseudo-immortal artifact, then we’ll talk about it then.”

“If there’s a new pseudo-immortal artifact, then how about we all look at our respective strengths, and
if not, how about we all look at our luck and not fight each other?”

“Agreed.”

“Then let’s do it.”

Saying that, the half-immortals of the five powers rushed into the seabed that emitted red light.
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